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Abstract

The role of ribs in the mechanical behaviour of masonry cross vaults has been the subject of intense debates2

since the 19th century. Literature on the subject diverges from considering the ribs as the main load-bearing3

units which carry the weight of the masonry web, to the opinion that the ribs are merely decorations. This4

research focused on the simplest type of cross vaults, i.e. groined vaults formed by the intersection of two5

semicircular cylindrical mid-surfaces. Instead of the widely used Limit State Analysis which is reliable only if6

specific conditions are satisfied, discrete element modelling (the commercial code 3DEC, based on an explicit7

time integration scheme), and a classical finite element code (ANSYS) was applied in the investigations. In8

the applied DEM code (3DEC) the elements (corresponding to the voussoirs) may slide along each other,9

and can be separated from their neighbours in any directions; and new contacts may be formed between10

them, in a computationally efficient automatized manner.11
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1. Introduction12

The application of ribbed vaults appeared in Europe already in the 10th century, presumably for Muslim13

or Armenian inspiration [1]. The idea became widespread in the late Romanesque era, and then became a14

fundamental feature of Gothic structures. In Christian architecture the ribs are rather thick and strong in15

comparison to the thin, dense, decorative networks of the seemingly fragile ribs of Arabic vaults; consequently,16

their mechanical function is also different. In the present paper we shall focus on the former ones, specifically17

on the earliest version of ribbed vaults which became widely applied throughout Europe, i.e. late Romanesque18

groin vaults. The interested reader can find a detailed overview and discussion on the hypothesis about the19

possible origins of ribbed vaulting, with an emphasis on the Islamic version, in [1].20

Early Romanesque cross vaults consisted of two semicircular barrel vaults, usually intersecting at a right21

angle. To build such a vault, a complex system of scaffolding and centring had to be erected in order to22

define the shape of the intrados and lay the masonry. For larger spans this made the construction process23

rather complicated and inconvenient. In addition, in such structures the intersection lines formed by the two24

surfaces (i.e. the diagonal groins) were rather weak and attracted damages.25

An efficient solution came into general use in Europe from approximately the 12th century. Along the26

planned intersection lines ashlar ribs were erected first, which then played the role of permanent centring,27

during construction as well as through the lifetime of the structure. The masonry shell was divided into28

smaller domains this way, which made the construction process easier and larger spans could consequently be29

overcome; in addition, the ribs also had an aesthetic effect. This solution was proven definitely successful and30

quickly spread about, then became a main characteristic of Gothic architecture in the following centuries.31
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Regarding Gothic ribbed vaults, a fundamental question has been under debate since the 19th century:32

are the ribs the main load-carrying members and the masonry shell is mostly a passive load on it, or on the33

contrary, the masonry web carries its own weight and the ribs only provide an additional reinforcement and a34

visual impression of stability. Huerta [2] gave a thorough overview on that debate, from the early hypothesis35

(e.g. Willis, [3] who made a distinction between “mechanical ribs” sustaining the vault and “decorative ribs”36

applied mainly for aesthetic functions) till sophisticated numerical investigations (e.g. Barthel, [4]). Based37

on the Safe Theorem of plastic limit state analysis applied to masonry structures (Heyman, [5]), Huerta38

pointed out that the question itself was wrong: since the internal force system in a masonry structure39

is extremely sensitive to slight changes in the geometrical boundary conditions: small soil settlements or40

leaning of supporting walls, etc. may abruptly change the stress distribution which was valid under previous41

circumstances, and it means that either the ribs or the masonry shell, or both of them in a variable proportion,42

may therefore be the main load-bearing component, depending on the current conditions of the structure,43

subjected to change continously. This conclusion is, of course, also valid for Romanesque ribbed vaults.44

However, the question of structural functions of the rib, i.e. the differences between the mechanical45

behaviour of unribbed and ribbed vaults, remained an open issue. According to Heyman [5] the ribs resolve46

those stress concentrations which would otherwise occur around the four corners where the vault is supported47

from below. Alexander et al [6] found that the ribs strengthen the vault just along its weakest lines. Other,48

still unrevealed effects may also be present. The aim of the present study is therefore to provide numerical49

simulation and comparison of the behaviour of unribbed and ribbed cross vaults carrying their self-weight50

during different displacement histories of their boundaries. The aim is not to find “the current state” of51

stress for a given geometry and supports: instead, our intention is to survey the set of those possible states52

which occur for a wide spectrum of disturbed boundary positions, and find out what differences are caused53

by the existence of the ribs both in the stress states and in the failure modes.54

The numerical investigations presented in the paper focus on the simplest and earliest type of ribbed55

vaults, shown in Figure 1: two semicircular barrel vaults having equal radius, intersecting above a square56

plan.57

Several different computational tools exist for the analysis of masonry behaviour. They can be categorized58

into three main groups.59

• Limit State Analysis methods (e.g. Thrust Network Analysis, Block & Ochsendorf [7]) have a limited60

validity if they are based on the assumption that frictional sliding does not occur. Those models which61

allow for the possibility of failure with frictional sliding (e.g., Livesley [8], [9]; Orduña & Lourenço,62

[10]; D’Ayala & Tomasoni, [11]) are definitely more suitable for our purposes, though they are compu-63

tationally rather expensive.64

• Continuum-based techniques like, e.g., the finite element method (FEM) may provide valuable in-65

sight into the behaviour of the structure, but those versions which are most suitable for the analysis66

of the failure regime (nonlinear FEM with no-tension constitutive behaviour, or application of con-67

tact elements reflecting Coulomb-type behaviour at pre-defined surfaces) are also rather inefficient68

from computational point of view. Thus, in our researches FEM was applied only for that farly lim-69

ited range of the behaviour where linear elasticity could be assumed. The results obtained this way70

are valid only for tension-resisting states of the structure, and should be accepted with reservations.71

However, the sophisticated output systems and visualization possibilities offered by recent commercial72

software packages can significantly contribute to the understanding of the internal state of the analyzed73

structure; this is why we did not completely exclude FEM from the analysis.74

• Discrete element modelling (DEM) considers the structure as a collection of separate blocks each of75

which is able to move and deform independently of each other. The blocks may come into contact with76

each other where contact forces are transmitted, causing stresses and deformations inside the blocks.77

The blocks may also frictionally slide along each other. The contact creation, sliding and separation78

is automatically followed in a computationally efficient manner in DEM. These characteristics make79
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DEM particularly suitable for masonry analysis; before, during and after failure, and this is why we80

chose DEM to serve as the main tool of the investigations.81

There were several methodological differences between the FEM and DEM models applied in the present82

paper. The FEM model was based on compiling and solving the global equilibrium equations of a quasi-static83

system according to the usual displacement method: Ku = f, where f was the vector of forces reduced to84

the nodes of the finite elements, u was the basic unknown, i.e., the displacement vector that moved the85

system from the initial unloaded geometry to the final equilibrium state corresponding to the external forces86

acting on the structure (some of these displacements were prescribed in the case of support displacement87

analysis); and K was the global stiffness matrix describing the geometrical and material data of the simulated88

structure.89

The DEM analyses were based on simulating the motions of the individual nodes of the discrete elements in90

time, with the help of an explicit time integration of Newton’s force-acceleration law: vi+1/2 = vi−1/2+ fi
m∆t,91

where v denotes the velocities, ∆t is the length of the finite time step considered, m is the mass assigned92

to the analyzed node, and fi is the force resultant reduced to that node (see details in Section 4.1.1). In93

other words, the discrete elements were subdivided into regions belonging to the different nodes, and their94

motion was followed in time. The main differences between the applied FEM and DEM technique were the95

following:96

• The FEM solution was time-independent, only small displacements could be analyzed, while DEM was97

able to produce finite (i.e. large) displacements received from a series of small incremental time steps.98

• FEM used a global stiffness matrix, while in the DEM code all individual nodes were considered99

independently, and the modification of the contact forces between the elements was not considered100

during a time step (contact forces were upgraded only after receiving the modified position of the101

nodes).102

• The usual continuity conditions between adjacent elements were satisfied in the FEM model, while103

such conditions were not applied between the discrete elements in the DEM model.104

• The topology of the structure remained the same in the FEM model, while the DEM model was able to105

consider contact separation or creation and sliding, so the topological modifications could be simulated106

throughout the successive time steps.107

The novelties of this work were made possible by applying the discrete element tecnique, using which108

a more accurate numerical model could be built with appropriate boundary conditions to understand the109

force transmission process of cross vaults. This was a more realistic model which gave more reliable results110

on the system of the internal forces and on the cracking and sliding behaviour of the ribbed and unribbed111

vaults for self-weight and support displacements.112

The paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 describes the geometrical and material characteristics of the113

simulated vaults. Section 3 focuses on FEM modelling while Section 4 introduces the DEM analysis. Section114

5 compares the results and draws the main conclusions on the structural functions of the rib.115

2. Description of the analyzed vaults116

2.1. Geometry and material characteristics117

A right-handed (x, y, z) global reference frame was applied to define the position of the points of the118

structural models. The middle surface of every simulated (unribbed and ribbed) quadripartite vault was119

formed by two semicircular barrels having the same 5 m radius, intersecting above a 10 m ∗ 10 m square plan120

(Figure 1). The thickness of the masonry shell was 200 mm in every case. In the discrete element models121

the vault and the ribs consisted of three-dimensional voussoirs. In the FEM analysis the masonry shell was122

modelled by a two-dimensional curved surface and the ribs were one-dimensional beam elements connected123

to the shell.124
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Geometry of the simulated cross vaults: (a): Groin vault; (b): Ribbed vault
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Figure 2: The analysed vault as a unit in a single-aisle church; notation of the boundaries

The simulated vault was imagined as being a unit of a complex single-aisle church (shown in Figure 2)125

and its connections with the adjacent structural components were reflected by applying proper boundary126

conditions on the analyzed cross vault. The boundaries Γ0 corresponded to the supporting piers in the four127

corners; Γx expressed the effect of the adjacent cross vaults; finally, Γy played the role of the longitudinal128

walls of the nave. (The applied boundary conditions will be explained in Section 2.2 in more detail.)129
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Figure 3: The cross section of the
rib and its geometrical parameters

In the ribbed structures the ribs were placed along the diagonals and130

along the four sides of the square plan. The diagonal ribs had the same131

cross-section as the transverse and longitudinal ribs. Figure 3 shows the132

applied cross-section and its geometrical parameters. In order to analyze133

the effect of weak versus strong ribs, the simulations on the ribbed struc-134

tures were done twice: with a thinner and then with a more robust, thicker135

rib; see Table 1 for the exact data. Here hc determines the position of the136

centroid, measured from the upper edge of the flange.137

Material parameters corresponding to travertine limestone were ap-138

plied: Young modulus: E = 14.8 GPa; Poisson’s ratio: ν = 0.2; material139

density: ρ = 2348 kg/m3 (Á. Török [12]). In the discrete element simula-140

tions the joints between voussoirs were considered to be dry so that there141

was no resistance against tension, and the friction angle, φ was set to 30◦.142

Model hw[mm] hf [mm] hc[mm] h[mm] tw[mm] tf [mm]

Thin rib 200-280 200 5-(-39) 400-480 150 200

Thick rib 200-280 400 103-75 600-680 150 200

Table 1: Applied dimensions of the cross section of the rib
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2.2. Boundaries143
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Figure 4: Lateral support of the vault and
the two regions of the Γy boundary

The interaction between the analyzed quadripartite vault and144

the adjacent structural members was described with the help of the145

following three different boundaries (see Figure 2 again):146

• The piers supporting the vault from below in the four cor-147

ners were modelled with the perfectly fixed boundary Γ0.148

In the FEM analysis they were point-like supports, while in149

the DEM simulations boundary Γ0 consisted of finite areas150

(200 mm × 200 mm) corresponding to the cross-section of the151

supporting piers.152

• The adjacent cross vaults were assumed to prevent any longi-153

tudinal (x-directed) translation of the points of the boundary154

Γx. For this reason, in the FEM analysis the rotations of the155

2D shell gridpoints about the y axis were also set to zero156

along this boundary; in the DEM model (consisting of three-157

dimensional voussoir blocks) the x-directional nodal transla-158

tions were set to zero along Γx.159

• The lateral connection between the semicircular edge of the160

vault and the longitudinal wall (see Figure 4) was divided161

into two regions in the simulations, according to the general162

experience that cross vaults tend to be separated from the163

lateral walls of the nave. The lower part of the lateral arch (Γy,s) denotes the part where the edge of164

the vault is able to exert forces on the wall, and the upper part (Γy,f ) is where the vault is separated165

from the wall bending outwards. The subdivision of Γy into this two mechanically different regions166

under self-weight (considering different wall thicknesses, heights) was analyzed with the help of discrete167

element simulations introduced in the Appendix. The results showed that approximately one quarter168

of the semicircular arc length remained in contact with the wall in the analyzed cases. Thus in all FEM169

and DEM tests the lower 2 m length of the lateral arcs were supported against y-directional translation170

(boundary Γy,s), while the upper region (boundary Γy,f ) was free.171

2.3. The loads172

First the analyzed vault models were submitted to their self-weight only. Then starting from its equilib-173

rium, two different types of quasi-static support displacements were tested by applying prescribed velocity174

histories on boundaries Γ0 and Γy,s: in the first case, the piers and lateral walls were moved outwards; in175

the second case, the left piers and the connected wall were translated upwards while supports on the right176

hand side moved downwards.177

3. Finite element analysis178

3.1. The mechanical model179
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Figure 5: 6-node and 8-node shell elements
applied in the FEM models; connection be-
tween the shell and the beam element

The finite element investigations were carried out with the help180

of ANSYS 14.5. The vault was modelled as a 2D-surface shell struc-181

ture strengthened by 1D beam elements. Mindlin-Reissner shell182

elements (”SHELL-281”) were applied in which the shear deforma-183

tions were taken into account by a linear shear warping function.184

The elements had 6 or 8 nodes (see Figure 5), each node with three185

translational (u, v, w) and three rotational (φx, φy and φz) degrees186
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of freedom. The ribs were modelled with Timoshenko beam ele-187

ments (”BEAM-188”), also with a linear warping function.188

The connections between the nodes of the shell and the ribs189

were perfectly rigid for all degrees of freedom, see Figure 5. The190

geometry and material properties were described in Section 2.1.191

Boundary u v w φx φy φz

Γ0 0 dh dv 0 0 0

Γx 0 - - - 0 -

Γy,s - dh - 0 - -

Γy,f - - - - - -

Table 2: Boundary conditions in the finite
element simulations, self-weight plus pre-
scribed horizontal (dh) or vertical (dv) sup-
port displacements

The mechanical effect of the neighbouring structural elements192

were taken into account with suitably chosen boundary conditions,193

as explained in Section 2. In the FEM model the nodes on bound-194

ary Γx (corresponding to the adjacent cross vaults) were supported195

against longitudinal translation and against rotation about the196

transverse horizontal axis. The nodes on boundary Γ0 (i.e., the197

piers) were perfectly fixed. The boundaries corresponding to the198

contacts with the lateral walls were divided into two subdomains199

Γy,s and Γy,f (see again Section 2 and also the Appendix): nodes on Γy,s were fixed against transverse200

horizontal translation and against rotation about the longitudinal axis, while the nodes on Γy,f were free.201

Table 2 summarizes the prescribed displacements on the boundaries.202

3.2. The analysed characteristics203

In order to quantify the mechanical state of the analyzed vault models, first a local frame (ξ, η, ζ)204

coordinate system has to be assigned to each point of the middle surface. Axis ζ is normal to the surface.205

Assuming that the masonry blocks are arranged such that the joint directions correspond to the x and y206

directions, the axes ξ and η are, by definition, tangent to the planar cuts determined by vertical planes with207

normals along x and y intersecting with the middle surface in the analysed point.208
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Figure 6: The analysed distributed inter-
nal forces and moments in the FEM model

The stresses, acting on the planes normal to ξ and η respec-209

tively, can be integrated along the thickness of the shell, and the210

usual internal forces of the Mindlin-Reissner theory (shown in Fig-211

ure 6) are received. The normal forces nξ and nη, the bending212

moments mξ and mη, and the crosswise shear force components213

qξζ and qηζ will serve as the basis for the forthcoming character-214

istic quantities describing the statical state of the analyzed vaults.215

The in-plane shear force components and the torsional moments216

will not be analyzed in detail in the present paper since their con-217

tribution is not a characteristic reason for the loss of stability of218

cross vaults. However, the in-plane shear forces play an impor-219

tant role: based on the normal and the in-plane shear forces, the220

principal membrane forces.221

A masonry vault may globally or locally lose its stability mostly222

because of hinging, sliding or separating of the joints between the223

voussoirs. Corresponding to these phenomena, the following char-224

acteristics were analysed in the FEM simulations:225

• Mobilized friction ratio: f [%]226

f [%] = max

(
qξζ

−nξtan(φ)
,

qηζ
−nηtan(φ)

)
, (1)

this quantity expresses how close the neighborhood of the analysed point is to the state when it slides227

out perpendicularly to the shell.228
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• Eccentricity of the internal forces: e[%]229

e[%] = max

(
|mη|
−nξ hw

2

,
|mξ|
−nη hw

2

)
, (2)

as the value of e reaches 100%, the point of action of the resultant of normal stresses on the ξ or η230

plane reaches the intrados or the extrados. This quantity is not sensitive to whether a crack would231

open from below or from above, and whether the crack opens about the ξ or η axis, but its magnitude232

identifies those domains which are most endangered for hinging.233

3.3. FEM analysis for self-weight with fixed supports234
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Figure 7: Characteristic membrane forces in
the shell along the groin for self-weight, prin-
cipal compression

The diagram in Figure 7 shows how the magnitude of the min-235

imum principal membrane force varies along the diagonal groin.236

Without ribs, singularity occurs at the piers in the corners. This237

singularity is smoothened out by the ribs; the thicker are the ribs,238

the smaller are the peak forces. At the inner part of the groin, i.e.239

near the crown, the difference between ribbed and unribbed vaults240

is negligible. These results confirm Heyman’s statements on that241

the ribs decrease the membrane force peaks around the piers.242

The magnitude of the compressive principal force is shown in243

colors in Figure 8 (a-b-c). The red and yellow domains are those244

parts of the shell where even the highest compression is close to245

zero. Since the frictional resistance of the joints in a masonry246

depends on the magnitude of compression, these domains are par-247

ticularly vulnerable for the blocks sliding out. The thicker are the248

ribs, the smaller these low-pressure regions are.249

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: Magnitude of principal compression force along the vault surface for self-weight: (a) Groin vault,
(b) Vault with thinner ribs, (c) Vault with thicker ribs

Figure 9 illustrates the eccentricity parameter. In the red domains the bending moment about axis ξ250

or η is so large that the resultant of the normal stresses is outside the shell thickness, hence in a real vault251

without considerable tensional resistance hinges would develop here. Without ribs (Figure 9 (a)) such a252

domain can be seen longitudinally along the crown. Additional analysis (not detailed here) gave the result253

that the direction of the vector of large moments is parallel to axis x, so a longitudinal hinge line would254
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indeed be formed along the crown line. The endangered domains mostly disappear in the presence of ribs255

(Figures 9 (b) and 9 (c)).256

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Magnitude of eccentricity along the vault surface for self-weight: (a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with
thinner ribs, (c) Vault with thicker ribs

3.4. FEM analysis for self-weight and horizontal relative translations of the piers and lateral walls257

In order to simulate that the longitudinal supports of a nave (the top of the lateral walls) slightly shift258

outwards, boundaries Γ0 and Γy,s of the FEM model were translated outwards so their distance from the259

longitudinal plane of symmetry was increased.260

Figure 10 shows how the eccentricity varies along the longitudinal line of the crown. Very tiny support261

displacements significantly modify the position of the resultant. In the unribbed structure (Fig. 10 (a)) the262

resultant is practically everywhere outside the shell: in the case of a no-tension material, a hinge line would263

be formed along the crown. In the vault with thick ribs (Fig. 10 (b)) eccentricities are significantly smaller:264

under a 1 mm support separation (0.1% of the span) normal forces remain inside the shell thickness, and as265

the support separation increases, they remain inside the thickness in the regions around the ribs.266
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Figure 10: Eccentricity along the longitudinal crownline for self-weight plus horizontal displacements of the
supports, (a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with thicker ribs
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3.5. FEM analysis for self-weight and vertical relative translations of the piers and lateral walls267
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Figure 11: Principal compression membrane force
along the groin, for self-weight plus a relative ver-
tical support displacement of 20mm

Figure 11 belongs to a 20 mm relative vertical dis-268

placement of boundary Γ0 on both sides. The diagrams269

show how the minimal principal membrane force varies in270

the points of the shell along the diagonal groin. At about271

halfway between the crown and the pier the compression272

force becomes negligible, which means that the voussoirs273

are particularly endangered for sliding out.274

Figure 12 (a,b,c) shows the minimum principal mem-275

brane force for the same displaced state. The difference276

among the three pictures is that the red domains, i.e.277

the regions of weak compression, are larger in the case of278

ribbed vaults.279

Figure 13 (a,b,c) shows the mobilized friction ratio for280

the same displaced state. The red and dark blue regions281

are those where sliding would occur in a vault with a282

frictional constitutive model of Coulomb for the joints;283

again, the ribs increase these domains.284

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 12: Magnitude of principal compression membrane force along the vault surface for self-weight plus a
relative vertical support displacement of 20 mm, (a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with thinner ribs, (c) Vault with
thicker ribs

The increasing danger of sliding is explained by the presence of the ribs making the structure stiffer; in285

order to adjust itself to the modified geometry corresponding to support displacements, frictional sliding of286

the vault becomes more likely.287

3.6. Overview of the FEM results288

The linear finite element simulatons yielded rather questionable results. The well-known longitudinal289

hinging crack along the crownline was correctly predicted, and the stress-distributing role of the ribs hy-290

pothesized by Heyman was also pointed out. The ribbed structures behaved in a more rigid manner so291

they seemed to be more vulnerable for sliding than the unribben vault. However, otherwise the simulated292

behaviour did not sufficently match the pathology of cross vaults known in engineering practice; Sabouret’s293

cracks, for instance, could not be predicted. Thus a numerical modelling technique capable of following294

separation of blocks, sliding, and large displacements of the voussoirs, would be more appropriate. Such an295

analysis will be introduced in Section 4.296
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 13: Magnitude of the ratio of mobilised fricion, f [%], along the vault surface for self-weight plus a
relative vertical support displacement 20 mm, (a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with thinner ribs, (c) Vault with
thicker ribs

4. Discrete element analysis297

4.1. The mechanical model298

4.1.1. Fundamentals of 3DEC299

The discrete element analysis was done with the help of the 3DEC code of Itasca CG. In this software300

discrete elements may have any convex or concave polyhedral shape, and they are made deformable by being301

divided into uniform-strain tetrahedral finite elements whose constitutive relations have to be specified by302

the user. The nodes of the tetrahedra have only translational degrees of freedom, unlike the nodes in the303

FEM analysis in Section 3. The basic unknowns of the analysis are the nodal translations: their increments304

are calculated step by step along the given series of small but finite time intervals, and at any stage of the305

simulated loading process the uniform strain tensor of any tetrahedron can be determined from them, which306

then gives the stress tensor through the constitutive relations. The nodal translations are calculated with307

the time integration of Newton’s force-acceleration law. The mass of a node is defined to be proportioned to308

the volume of the Voronoi cell around that node, and different forces (e.g. gravity, contact forces expressed309

by the adjacent elements) may act on the Voronoi cell of the node.310

The contacts between the discrete elements may have two different roles in the DEM model of a masonry311

structure, depending on the intention of the user. The first option is that the contacts represent some kind of312

a mortar layer between the voussoirs, with a finite thickness in reality. In this case the material parameters of313

the contacts in 3DEC express the deformability characteristics of the mortar layer, e.g. stiffness and fracture314

criteria. The second option (the one that was used in the present study) is suitable for those structures315

where the contacts are dry or there is only a negligible layer of mortar between the voussoirs. In this case316

a contact exists in 3DEC if a node belonging to the boundary of a discrete element gets into the interior of317

another element. Though in reality such an inter-penetration is impossible, in 3DEC a constant distributed318

contact force occurs in this case in the neighbourhood of the penetrated node. The intensity of the normal319

component of this distributed force is proportional to the magnitude of the inter-penetration (i.e., relative320

normal translation of the node and of the surface point through which it entered the other block); the normal321

stiffness jkn should be infinite in reality, and a very large value in the 3DEC model. The intensity of the322

tangential component is proportional to the relative translation of the node and the surface point on the323

other block; if frictional sliding does not occur, in reality this relative translation should also be zero. Thus,324

the tangential stiffness jks should approximate the infinity in the 3DEC model. The Coulomb limit sets a325

limit on the tangential force component according to a user-defined frictional angle φ in the model. The326

friction angle φ characterises the real behaviour of the contacts, while jkn and jks are numerical parameters327
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influencing the model behavoiur. The jkn and jks values should theoretically be infinitely large, but the328

larger they are, the shorter is the allowed time step length, leading to increasing computational time. (In the329

present study the stiffness values were chosen according to the detailed analysis of this question published330

in Simon and Bagi, [13].)331

4.1.2. Geometry332

The vault models were prepared according to the same reference surface introduced in Section 2.1 and333

applied also for the FEM modelling in Section 3. This reference surface determined the middle plane of334

the approximately brick-shaped blocks forming the masonry shell, while at its groins and along its four335

semicircular sides the elements forming the ribs were placed. In order to specify the corners of the bricks of336

the shell (see Figure 1), first the reference surface was approximated with rectangles of edges in hoop and337

meridional directions. In the next step at the straight sections the corners were defined perpendicularly to338

the reference surface. Finally, half of the shell thickness was measured inwards and the other half outwards,339

in order to find the corners of the bricks along the intrados and the extrados. The bricks were truncated340

where having contacts with the ribs or at the groins (see Figure 14). According to [14], the connection341

between two elements meeting at an unribbed groin was made perfectly rigid such that the two truncated342

elements were ”glued together” (Figures 14 (a,b)), while the ribs and the adjacent truncated elements were343

in Coulomb-type frictional contact (Figures 14 (c,d)).344

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 14: Discrete element model of the neighbourhood of the groin: (a) Joined blocks along the groin,
unribbed vault model, (b) real formation of the groin in an unribbed vault according to [14], (c) truncated
blocks in the shell at the rib in ribbed vault model, (d) real formation of the neighborhood of the diagonal
rib according to [14]

The shape of the elements forming the ribs was already described in Section 2.1. All contacts were planar.345

The tetrahedral subdivision of the blocks into finite elements was done in such a way that the mesh density346

increased near the groins. The maximum edge size of the tetrahedra, lmax, varied according to the following347

rule:348

lmax[mm] = 50 + 0.75d, (3)

where d denotes the distance from the nearest groin in meter.349

4.1.3. Material properties350

The material properties of the blocks and joints of the models are summarized in Section 2. The blocks351

were linearly elastic and isotropic with infinite strength; the joints followed the Coulomb model for fric-352

tion and had a very large normal (jkn = 103 GPa) and shear stiffness (jks = 103 GPa), to express that353

deformations are carried by the blocks while contacts deform only if they separate or slide.354
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4.1.4. Loads and boundaries355

The simulated load cases were the same as in the FEM investigations (self-weight with perfect geometry;356

self-weight plus outwards horizontal relative translation of the opposite piers and walls; self-weight plus357

vertical relative translation of opposite piers and walls). Figure 15 illustrates boundary regions where different358

displacement components of the nodes were prescribed. Unlike in the FEM model, in 3DEC the nodes359

have translational degrees of freedom only, so the corresponding translation components of the nodes along360

different boundary regions were set to zero for self-weight (see Table 3; dh = dv = 0), or moved with a361

suitably chosen velocity history in the case of support displacement investigations.362
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Figure 15: Reduced size DEM models in order to take advantage of the symmetry, (a) horizontal relative
displacement, (b) vertical relative displacement

Boundary u v w

Γ0 0 dh dv

Γx 0 - -

Γy,s - dh -

Γy,f - - -

Γsym.x 0 - -

Γsym.y - 0 -

Table 3: Boundary conditions in the dis-
crete element simulations, self-weight, self-
weight plus prescribed horizontal (dh) or
vertical support displacements (dv)

In order to take advantage of the symmetries of the analyzed363

problems, only the half of the cross vault was simulated in the case364

of vertical support displacements, and only the quarter in the hori-365

zontal displacements (see Figure 15). The nodes along the straight366

horizontal artificial boundaries Γsym.x and Γsym.y were fixed against367

horizontal translations perpendicularly to the boundary (Table 3).368

The support displacements were produced in a quasi-static369

manner. During 1 mm steps the boundaries were moved370

with a very low velocity (decreasing from 12 m/s to zero),371

and after reaching a total translation of 1 mm, all moving372

boundaries were fixed and the structure was carefully bal-373

anced (i.e., timestepping was continued until the ratio of374

maximal unbalanced force and the largest contact force de-375

creased below 10−5) before starting to move the supports376

again.377

378

4.1.5. The analyzed characteristics379

Ribs380

First a local frame (ξ, η, ζ) was assigned to the centroids of the contact surfaces between the voussoirs381

(see Fig. 16). In the contacts of the blocks forming the ribs, axis ζ was perpendicular to the groin line and382
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was parallel to the vertical plane of the groin. Axis ξ was coincident to the outwards normal direction of the383

contact surface.384

ζ

αu

η
N

N

N

u

Figure 16: The local coordinate system
and the eccentricity of the compression
force resultant in a contact in the rib

In the contacts of the blocks of the ribs, axis η was normal to385

the plane of the rib (see Figure 16). Contacts between a block of386

the shell and another block in the rib were not considered in the387

analyzed characteristics.388

The ratio of eccentricity, e[%], shows how close the point of389

action of the compression force N is to the convex boundary of the390

contact (the convex boundary is shown in dashed lines in Figure391

16). Let uN denote the distance of N from the centroid; α ∗ uN392

is the total distance from the centroid to the convex boundary,393

measured along the same direction. The eccentricity ratio is394

e[%] = ± 1

α
100, (4)

where a positive or negative sign is also assigned: e is positive395

if N acts between the η axis and the extrados (a crack would open from below for an N acting outside the396

kernel of the contact); and negative if N is on the inner side of η (corresponding to crack opening from397

above). The ratio of eccentricity is not defined for a tensile N : the contacts can not resist tension in the398

model.399

The mobilized friction ratio, f [%], relates the ζ − directed shear resultant, Vξζ , to the Coulomb limit400

corresponding to the normal resultant N :401

f [%] = − Vξζ
tan(φ)N

100, (5)

Note that the other shear component, Vξη, is neglected here.402

403

Bricks of the shell404

Consider a brick in the shell, and also consider its faces contacting the adjacent bricks. For a given face405

of the brick, define a frame (u,v,ζ), assigned to the center of the face in the following way. Axis u is normal406

to the face, pointing towards the adjacent brick. Axis ζ is normal to the reference surface (see Section 4.1.2).407

Finally, axis v is perpendicular to u and ζ, such that the plane (u,v) is tangent to the reference surface.408

• Eccentricity ratio: e[%]409

The resultant of the distributed normal force nu acting on the face is usually eccentric in the sense that410

its point of action is at distance eζ from the reference surface. The absolute value of this distance can411

be calculated for all faces of the analyzed block, and the largest value gives the eccentricity parameter412

belonging to the block:413

e[%] = max
(faces of the block)

(
eζ
hw/2

∗ 100

)
, (6)

• Mobilized friction ratio: f [%]414

Let quζ denote the ζ-directed component of the resultant of the distributed tangential force acting on415

a face of the analyzed block. Comparing this component (the out-of-plane shear) to the magnitude of416

the normal resultant nu the out-of-plane mobilized friction coefficient can be calculated and related to417

the possible maximal value, tan(φ). Considering all faces with the neighbours of the analyzed block,418

the largest value can be selected:419

f [%] = max
(faces of the block)

(
quζ

tan(φ)(−nu)
100

)
, (7)
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• Magnitude of a hinging crack or separating crack: chin, csep[mm]420

As shown in Figure 17, a contact may be cracked either in such a way that the two blocks remain421

in contact (Figure 17 (a)), or in such a way that the two blocks completely separate from each other422

(Figure 17 (b)). In both cases, the largest relative normal translation of the points of the face of the423

adjacent block is selected to characterize the magnitude of crack opening. They are denoted by chin424

and csep, respectively (let the value of chin be defined, positive if the crack opens from below and425

negative if the crack opens from above). Next, the faces of the block are all analyzed, and the face426

with the largest absolute value is chosen again to be assigned to the block.427

c
hinP

the analyzed
block

the analyzed
face

u
ζ

c
sep

the analyzed
block

face
the analyzed

ζ
u

(a) (b)

Figure 17: Definition of the magnitude of (a) hinging cracks, (b) separating cracks

• Principal membrane forces428

A local frame (ξ, η, ζ) can be assigned to any point of any brick of the masonry shell, in the same429

way as it was described in Section 3.1. When analysing a given brick, consider the points of the430

straight section going through its centroid perpendicularly to the reference surface. By integrating431

normal stress components σξ and ση along this line, membrane forces nξ and nη are received; doing432

the same for in-plane shear stresses τξη gives membrane shear force qξη. From these values principal433

membrane forces and their directions can be determined. The compressive principal membrane force434

and its distribution along the shell provides a good representation of how the loads are carried by the435

shell.436

4.2. Self-weight investigations437

4.2.1. Forces and displacements in the masonry shell438

The different hypotheses on the ”flow of compression” in cross vaults has been the subject of severe439

debates since Willis [3]. The membrane force trajectories shown in Figure 18 (for self-weight), and in the440

next sections (for self-weight plus support displacements) aim at providing a contribution to this debate.441

The DEM simulations show that with perfect geometry and no support displacements the major com-442

pression trajectories are arranged in most of the ribbed and unribbed vaults in a similar way as those found443

by Alexander et al [6] for Gothic cross vaults on elastic basis, and those in version (c) of Block and Lachauer444

[15], giving best performance by TNA. The compression trajectories are mostly directed towards the piers,445

particularly in the vicinity of the diagonal groin. The dominant load-carrying direction is along the groin,446

independently of the presence of the ribs. However, this is not the case around the lower part of boundary447

Γy,s, where the lateral wall is slightly separated from the transversal barrel.448

A disturbed region can be seen here in which the compressions nearly disappear, so the vault is particu-449

larly vulnerable for local failure, above this region (in the neighbourhood of the separated lateral wall) the450

trajectories correspond to a series of separate arches, standing parallel to the wall, each carrying its own451

weight.452
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 18: The membrane force trajectories for self-weight, (a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with thinner ribs, (c)
Vault with thicker ribs (the ribs are also plotted)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 19: Hinging crack magnitude in the masonry shell for self-weight: (a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with
thinner ribs, (c) Vault with thicker ribs

Figure 19 (a,b,c) illustrates the magnitude of hinging cracks for self-weight. Blue domains along the453

longitudinal crown line correspond to crack initation from below; in the yellow and red domains (in the454

transversal barrels) the cracks open from above. The ribs definitely decrease the crack magnitudes.455

In Figure 20 (a,b,c) the separating crack magnitudes can be seen. Separation mostly occurs in the456

neighborhood of the free lateral boundary, and these cracks slightly smaller in the lack of ribs.457

In general, hinging cracks are smaller while separating cracks are larger in the presence of the ribs;458

however, in every case the cracks are very small, about the order of 0.01 mm.459

Figure 21 shows that the eccentricity of normal forces is surprisingly large already for self-weight with460

perfect geometry. Red domains are regions where the blocks have at least one face on which the compressive461

resultant force nearly reaches the intrados or the extrados. More detailed analysis (see Section 4.3 below)462

revealed that, indeed, horizontal support displacements cause hinging cracks to occur along the crown line463

corresponding to the red domains along the top of the longitudinal barrel, while the red domains across the464

transversal barrel are those regions where Sabouret’s cracks initiate. The ribs decrease these domains: the465

eccentricities are smaller for thicker ribs.466
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 20: Magnitude of separating crack in the masonry shell for self-weight: (a) Groin vault, (b) Vault
with thinner ribs, (c) Vault with thicker ribs

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 21: Magnitude of eccentricity in the masonry shell for self-weight: (a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with
thinner ribs, (c) Vault with thicker ribs

4.2.2. Forces and deformations in the diagonal rib467

Figure 22 (a,b,c) presents the magnitude of the compression force, the ratio of mobilized friction, and the468

eccentricity ratio along the rib, measured along the arch starting from the pier in the corner and running469

until the crown. Though the compression is large at the pier and then starts to decrease as proceeding470

upwards, the tendency changes when arriving at the neighbourhood of the disturbed region, and a local471

maximum is reached at about 25− 30% of the arc length. For a structure with thick rib this local maximum472

is even higher than the force at the pier. Above this region, the compression monotonically decreases until473

the crown.474
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Figure 22: State characetristics of the ribs: (a)
Compression force resultant, (b) Ratio of mobi-
lized friction, (c) Ratio of eccentricity of the com-
pression force

The ratio of mobilized friction (Fig. 22 (b)) is very475

far from 100% along the whole rib for both thicknesses,476

though the effect of the disturbed region can also be no-477

ticed here.478

The ratio of eccentricity (Fig. 22 (c)) is also far from479

100%, though it is not negligible near the crown. Posi-480

tive values outside the bounded area mean that hairline481

cracks open up from below, on the intrados; negative482

values correspond to cracks opening from the extrados.483

Similar phenomenon was described by Barthel [4].484

4.3. Horizontal support displacements485

4.3.1. Forces and displacements in the masonry shell486

In the range of small outwards displacements of sup-487

ports Γ0 and Γy,s the membrane force trajectories (Fig-488

ures 23 (a,b,c)) are rather similar to those seen for the489

case of fixed supports (Figure 18); the main difference is490

that the membrane forces are, in general, smaller than491

for fixed supports. The membrane forces gradually de-492

crease with increasing small displacements. This is in493

agreement with the increasing compression in the ribs494

(see below in Section 4.3.2, Figure 28). Indeed, the prin-495

cipal compressional directions in Figures 23 (b) and (c)496

point more directly towards the ribs in the vicinity of497

the ribs: the ribs carry an increasing portion of the self-498

weight. In addition, the disturbed region around the top499

of boundary Γy,s becomes more apparent with increasing500

displacements.501

Distribution of the internal forces in the shell for large502

displacements the becomes rather different. The mem-503

brane force trajectories (Figures 24 (a,b,c), belonging to504

200 mm outwards relative translation of the supports)505

reveal that a longitudinal, strongly compressed zone is506

formed along the crownline. With ribs, the compres-507

sion trajectories change their direction even more signifi-508

cantly around the diagonal rib: except from the top of the509

vault, the characteristic direction of largest compression510

becomes nearly perpendicular to the rib.511

The ratio of mobilized friction (figure not attached)512

reaches 100% only in a very small region of the unribbed513

structure even for large displacements; on the ribbed514

structures, however, these domains are definitely larger,515

particularly in the case of a thicker rib. The conclu-516

sion can be drawn that since the ribbed structures are517

more rigid, they adjust themselves to the support dis-518

placements by more significant sliding and separation.519
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 23: The membrane force trajectories for self-weight plus a relative horizontal support displacement
of 10 mm, (a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with thinner ribs, (c) Vault with thicker ribs (the ribs are also plotted)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 24: The membrane force trajectories for self-weight plus a relative horizontal support displacement
of 200 mm, (a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with thinner ribs, (c) Vault with thicker ribs (the ribs are also plotted)

The hinging and separating cracks are shown for a 200 mm outwards relative translation of the supports520

in Figures 25 (a,b,c) and 26 (a,b,c). In all cases the usual pathology of cross vaults (e.g., Heyman [16];521

Creazza et al [17]; Theodossopoulos and Sinha [18]) can clearly be recognised: a longitudinal crackline opens522

up from below along the crownline, and another one from above, clozer to the pier. In the ribbed structures523

the regions of significant contact separation (red domains in Figure 26) are more dominant than in the524

unribbed structure: in addition to the separation of the shell from the lateral wall, Sabouret’ cracks (parallel525

to the walls) can also be seen.526

This result, i.e. that a strongly compressed region was formed along the crownline, was unexpected. This527

phenomenon can be explained by the separation crack pattern nearby the crown, see Figure 26. For large528

horizontal support displacements the crown was not supported in the hoop direction so an internal thrust line529

with large pressure forces evolved in the longitudinal direction. This phenomenon was investigated deeply,530

but is not detailed here.531

4.3.2. Forces and deformations in the diagonal rib532

Figure 28 (a-f) illustrates how the compression force, the ratio of mobilized friction and the eccentricity533

ratio vary with increasing horizontal separation of the lateral boundaries of the vault, in the case of thinner534
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 25: Hinging crack magnitude in the masonry shell for self-weight plus a relative horizontal support
displacement of 200 mm: (a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with thinner ribs, (c) Vault with thicker ribs

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 26: Separating crack magnitude in the masonry shell for self-weight plus a relative horizontal support
displacement of 200 mm: (a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with thinner ribs, (c) Vault with thicker ribs

and thicker ribs. The different diagrams within the same figure correspond to different magnitudes of support535

displacements.536

Figure 27: Sliding of the voussoirs in the
diagonal rib, thinner rib

The most important experience provided by these diagrams is537

that the range of support displacements can be divided into ”small”538

displacements meaning that the force characteristics are sensitive539

to slight increments of the displacements (relative translations) of540

approximately 0.2%, and to ”large” displacements where further541

incremental motions do not cause significant modifications of the542

internal forces any longer. Normal force diagrams (Fig. 28 (a,b))543

show that with increasing translations the rib forces mostly increase544

around the pier and in the neighborhood of the disturbed region.545

The ratio of mobilized friction (Fig. 28 (c,d)) reaches 100% at a546

relative displacement of about 0.15 − 0.20% of the span; for both547

thicknesses the contacts in the upper region of the rib slide in the548

way shown in Figure 27.549
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Figure 28: State characetristics of the ribs for self-weight plus different horizontal support displacements:
(a) Compression force resultant in the case of thinner ribs, (b) Compression force resultant in the case of
thicker ribs, (c) Ratio of mobilised friction in the case of thinner ribs, (d) Ratio of mobilised friction in the
case of thicker ribs, (e) Ratio of eccentricity of the compression force in the case of thinner ribs, (f) Ratio of
eccentricity of the compression force in the case of thicker ribs
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4.4. Vertical support displacements550

4.4.1. Forces and displacements in the masonry shell551

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 29: Membrane force trajectories for self-weight plus a relative vertical support displacement of 10 mm:
(a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with thinner ribs, (c) Vault with thicker ribs (the ribs are also plotted)

Figure 29 shows the membrane force trajectories in the masonry shell, for a relative vertical displacement552

of 0.1% of the span. The basic difference between the unribbed and ribbed vaults are that forces are larger553

without ribs; the thicker the ribs are, the smaller the membrane forces become. For ribbed vaults (Figs. 29 (b)554

and (c)) membrane forces are smaller around the pier moving upwards than at the pier moving downwards.555

Direction of the principal compressive forces are almost perpendicular to the rib moving upwards, but556

nearly parallel to the rib moving downwards. Similarly to the horizontal support displacements, a strongly557

compressed zone along the crownline can also be recognized here, particularly for ribbed vaults.558

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 30: Membrane force trajectories for self-weight plus a relative vertical support displacement of 200 mm:
(a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with thinner ribs, (c) Vault with thicker ribs (the ribs are also plotted)

As the displacements increase, the distribution of the internal forces in the shell significantly change,559

particularly in the ribbed vaults. Figure 30 presents the membrane force trajectories for a vertical relative560
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displacement of 2% of the span. Two basic differences can be recognized between the unribbed and the ribbed561

vaults. The first one is that a strongly compressed longitudinal zone is formed in the ribbed structures along562

the crownline, like also experimented with horizontal displacements, while this zone is nearly completely563

missing in the unribbed vault. The other difference is that the neighbourhood of the diagonal groins carries564

large compressions in the unribbed vault as if substituting the missing ribs, while in the case of ribbed565

structures the masonry shell transfers the loads on the ribs and hence the forces in the shell are significantly566

smaller. (The same phenomenon was seen in the case of horizontal displacements in Figure 24.)567

Figure 30 showed that large longitudinal forces evolved in longitudinal direction like at horizontal dis-568

placements for the same reasons. An apparent difference can be seen between the unribbed and ribbed vaults:569

without ribs, the compression is small and the compressed zone is not developed yet. Further analysis (not570

presented here in detail) revealed, however, that further increase of relative vertical displacements led to the571

formation of a compressed zone for the unribbed vault too.572

The ratio of mobilised crosswise friction is shown in Figure 31. There is only a small domain where573

it is close to 100% for the unribbed vault: this domain surrounds the pier which moves upwards, as if574

the neighborhood of moving boundaries Γ0 and Γy,s would punch through the shell. The vaults with thin575

and with thick ribs have definitely more extended sliding or nearly-sliding regions. In general, the ratio of576

mobilized friction is larger on the upwards moving side than on the downwards moving side. The explanation577

may again be given by the fact that the ribbed structures are stiffer so these structures can adjust themselves578

to the support displacements with the help of cracking and contact sliding.579

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 31: Magnitude of mobilised friction ratio in the masonry shell for self-weight plus a relative vertical
support displacement of 200 mm: (a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with thinner ribs, (c) Vault with thicker ribs

The deformations of the masonry shells are explained by Figures 32 and 33 (hinging and separating crack580

magnitudes, respectively), again for a relative vertical displacement of 2% of the span. In the unribbed581

structure (Figs 32 (a) and 33 (a)) the transversal barrel is separated from the longitudinal wall on the582

upwards moving side, and two longitudinal lines of hinges appear in the longitudinal barrel: one along the583

downwards side of the crownline opens from below, and one near the upwards pier opens from above. In the584

behaviour of the ribbed vaults separation is more dominant than hinging. Interpreting Figures 32 (b-c) and585

33 (b-c) together with the force trajectories in Figure 30 (b-c), it can be seen that in the transversal barrels586

in the neighbourhood of the diagonal ribs the voussoirs of the shell are separated from each other and lead587

the forces down to the ribs as individual arches. Significant separating cracks appear in the part of the shell588

moving upwards and at both lateral walls.589
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 32: Hinging crack magnitude in the masonry shell for self-weight plus a relative vertical support
displacement of 200 mm: (a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with thinner ribs, (c) Vault with thicker ribs

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 33: Separating crack magnitude in the masonry shell for self-weight plus a relative vertical support
displacement of 200 mm: (a) Groin vault, (b) Vault with thinner ribs, (c) Vault with thicker ribs

4.4.2. Forces and deformations in the diagonal rib590

Figure 34 presents the magnitude of normal force, the ratio of mobilized friction and the ratio of eccen-591

tricity of the normal force in the rib, respectively. On each diagram the horizontal axis represents the line592

that starts from the pier moving upwards, proceeds along the rib, reaches the crown in the middle, then593

turns to the adjacent rib and finally reaches the pier moving downwards. Different lines belong to different594

magintudes of relative vertical support displacements in each figure.595

The compressive forces (Fig. 34 (a,b)) are, in general, larger in the rib moving upwards than on the596

downwards side. Forces gradually change with increasing displacements; at about 15 mm (0.15% of the597

span) a state is reached which remains approximately unchanged for further displacements. Thicker ribs598

carry larger forces, which is in agreement with Figure 29 showing that forces in the masonry shell are smaller599

in the case of the thicker ribs.600
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Figure 34: State characetristics of the ribs for self-weight plus different vertical support displacements: (a)
Compression force resultant in the case of thinner ribs, (b) Compression force resultant in the case of thicker
ribs, (c) Ratio of mobilized friction in the case of thinner ribs, (d) Ratio of mobilized friction in the case
of thicker ribs, (e) Ratio of eccentricity of the compression force in the case of thinner ribs, (f) Ratio of
eccentricity of the compression force in the case of thicker ribs
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The diagram on the ratio of mobilized friction (Fig. 34 (c,d)) shows that until a relative displacement of601

15 mm no sliding happens. At 15 mm the contacts at the crown are nearly sliding; at 100 mm (1.0% of the602

span) characteristic sliding zones of the ribs occur, and they remain unchanged for increasing displacements.603

Figure 34 (e,f) shows how the eccentricity of the compressive force varies along the ribs. Initially the604

eccentricity is largest around the crown, but even here it is far from 100%. As the displacements increase, a605

hinge forms near the pier moving downwards. At a relative vertical translation of 15 mm additional hinges606

appear near the crown in the rib moving downwards.607

4.5. Overview of the DEM results608

Characteristic crack patterns given by the discrete element simulations for outwards horizontal support609

displacements are in good agreement with practical experiences on real cross vaults: longitudinal hinge lines,610

Sabouret’s cracks and separation from the lateral walls can clearly be recognised. Consequently the results611

related to the internal forces of the different cross vaults can also be considered reliable, definitely more than612

the FEM results.613

The membrane force trajectories are fan-like for fixed supports and for small support displacements,614

apart from a disturbed region around the point of the lateral wall where it is separated from the edge of615

the transversal barrel. For increasing support displacements a more and more dominant compressed zone616

develops in the shell along the longitudinal crownline. In the case of ribbed vaults the principal compression617

around the groin approaches the direction perpendicular to the groin and an increasing part of the weight618

of the shell is transferred to the ribs.619

An advantageous effect of the ribs is that they reduce large stresses occuring in the shell along the groins620

and near the piers.621

”Small” and ”large” support displacements can be distinguished for unribbed as well as for ribbed struc-622

tures. While the displacements are small, additional horizontal or vertical displacements cause significant623

modifications in the internal force system: the forces are sensitive to small increments of the displacements.624

Further on, after reaching about 0.15% of the span for horizontal and 0.20% for vertical relative support625

displacements, the characteristic sliding and cracking zones are formed and they remain approximately un-626

changed for further displacement increments, analyzed until the magnitude of 2% of the span in the present627

paper.628

Ribbed vaults behave more rigidly, which leads to more extensive cracking and sliding at the same level629

of prescribed displacements than vaults without ribs.630

5. Conclusions631

• The discrete element simulations give a definitely more reliable insight into the mechanical behaviour632

of ribbed and unribbed cross vaults than linear FEM simulations.633

• Ribs reduce the stress peaks around the piers in the corner, and with increasing support displacements634

they carry an increasing part of the weight of the masonry shell. The ribs reduce forces in the shell,635

particularly along the groins.636

• Ribbed structures are more rigid than unribbed vaults, and as a result, they are more exposed to637

cracking and sliding.638

• For increasing support displacements a strongly compressed zone (partly separated from the adjacent639

shell) develops along the longitudinal line of crown.640

• Until a ”small” relative support displacement of about 0.15−0.20% of the span the internal force system641

varies signifiantly. Dominant cracks gradually open up, sliding zones are formed, and the structure642

develops an internal state which then remains unchanged for further (”large”) displacements of the643

supports.644
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AppendixA. Analysis of the lateral boundary649

Assuming no-tension joints and no external buttresses, in a general cross vault of a long nave the transver-650

sal barrel and the lateral wall are only partially connected: as the wall slightly bends outwards because of651

the horizontal pressure exerted by the vault, the upper region of the lateral edge of the transversal barrel652

becomes separated from the wall. The reliable modelling of the mechanics of a cross vault requires a reason-653

able approximation of the length along which the connection still exists. Such an estimation was the aim of654

the DEM simulations presented in the Appendix.655
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Figure A.35: The complex masonry sys-
tem for the analysis of boundary Γy

Figure A.35 shows the complex masonry system analysed in the656

simulations. Taking advantage of the symmetry, only a quarter of657

the cross vault was modelled. The pier supporting the lowest block658

of the vault was replaced by boundary Γ0. The free height of the659

wall (measured vertically from the bottom of the lowest blocks of660

the wall, until the corner of the cross vault at boundary Γ0) was661

6, 9 and 12 m in different tests. Wall thickness was also treated662

as a changing parameter: widths of 100, 120, 140 and 160 cm were663

applied. The radius of the barrels was set to 5m, the same as664

throughout the whole paper. The lowest nodes of the wall, bound-665

ary Γwallz were fixed against any translation, while boundary Γ0 of666

the cross vault was supported in x and z (longitudinal and vertical)667

directions. Boundaries Γsym.x and Γsym.y of the vault (reflecting the668

symmetries in the displacement behaviour) were the same as in Sec-669

tion 4, while the vertical boundaries of the wall, boundaries Γwallx670

were free, these conditions are summarized in Table A.4. (Note671

that with these boundary conditions the self-weight can produce a slight deviation between the vertical672

translation of the neighbouring nodes in the vault and in the wall, if permitted by the frictional resistance.673

The role of the lateral walls in the DEM models was to provide only a lateral (but no vertical) support.)674

Boundary u v w

Γ0 0 - 0

Γx 0 - -

Γy,s - 0 -

Γy,f - - -

Γsym.x 0 - -

Γsym.y - 0 -

Γwallx - - -

Γwallz 0 0 0

Table A.4: Boundary conditions applied in
the analysis of boundary Γy

All contacts were of type Coulomb, and the material parameters675

were the same as in the whole paper.676

Indices from 1 to 20 were assigned to the blocks on the lateral677

edge of the transversal barrel vault (see Figure A.36).678

Starting from the initial, undeformed and unloaded state, the679

self-weight of the structure was ”switched on”, and the model was680

balanced. Then the resultant compressive forces exerted by the681

wall on the lateral blocks of the transversal barrel were determined.682

Figure A.37 illustrates the case of free height of 12 m and wall683

thickness of 160 cm: the indices shown in Figure A.37 are seen684

here along the horizontal axis, while the magnitude of the lateral685

compressive forces is shown vertically. Similar analysis was done686

for all geometries. The results for a vault with thinner ribs are687

summarized in Table A.5.688
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Figure A.36: Block indices along the
contact with the lateral wall

The results show that in every case the lowest block was ex-689

posed to the largest lateral compression. Proceeding then upwards,690

slightly depending on the specific data of the models that influence691

the bending stiffness of the wall, the next 4−5 blocks still received692

considerable compression from the wall. Above them, the blocks693

either carried negligible compression only, or became completely694

separated from the wall and a free boundary of the transversal695

barrel was formed.696

Consequently, the DEM simulations in the paper were done in697

such a way that the effect of the wall along the lowest quarter of the698

arc length was represented by a boundary Γy,s resisting y-directed699

translations, and above this, boundary Γy,f was free without any700

prescribed displacement.701
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Figure A.37: Compression exerted by the wall on the blocks of the vault, free height is 12 m, wall thickness
is 160 cmm

Wall height Wall thickness Compressive contact force [kN]
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

6 m

100 cm 55 0 0 13 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
120 cm 44 1 2 15 14 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
140 cm 35 4 4 15 13 17 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
160 cm 34 5 4 16 13 17 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

9 m

100 cm 60 0 0 9 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
120 cm 55 0 1 11 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
140 cm 51 0 2 16 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
160 cm 46 0 3 18 11 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 m

100 cm 73 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
120 cm 73 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
140 cm 65 0 0 10 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
160 cm 60 0 0 4 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table A.5: Compressive forces exerted by the wall on the blocks of the crosswise barrel: Vault with thinner
ribs
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